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Recurrent Neural Networks Deep Learning Summer School 2017 June 27, 2017 Yoshua Bengio Montreal Ins>tute for Learning Algorithms Université de Montréal 



Recurrent Neural Networks •  Selec1vely summarize an input sequence in a ﬁxed-size state vector via a recursive update 
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è Generalizes naturally to new lengths not seen during training 2 



Recurrent Neural Networks •  Can produce an output at each 1me step: unfolding the graph tells us how to back-prop through 1me. 
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Generative RNNs •  An RNN can represent a fully-connected directed genera>ve model: every variable predicted from all previous ones. 
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Conditional Distributions
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•  Sequence to vector 
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•  Sequence to sequence of the same length, aligned •  Vector to sequence ot
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•  Sequence to sequence o st
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Maximum Likelihood = Teacher Forcing yˆt ⇠ P (yt | ht ) •  During training, past y in input is from training data •  At genera1on 1me, past y in input is generated •  Mismatch can cause ”compounding error” 
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(xt , yt ) : next input/output training pair 6 



Ideas to reduce the train/generate mismatch in teacher forcing •  Scheduled sampling (S. Bengio et al, NIPS 2015) 



Related to SEARN (Daumé et al 2009) DAGGER (Ross et al 2010) Gradually increase the probability of using the model’s samples vs the ground truth as input. 



•  Backprop through open-loop sampling recurrence & minimize long-term cost (but which one? GAN would be most natural à Professor Forcing) 7 



Increasing the Expressive Power of RNNs with more Depth •  ICLR 2014, How to construct deep recurrent neural networks yt-1
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Ordinary RNNs 
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+ stacking ht xt



8 



+ deep hid-to-out + deep hid-to-hid +deep in-to-hid 
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+ skip connec1ons for crea1ng shorter paths 



Bidirectional RNNs, Recursive Nets, Multidimensional RNNs, etc. •  The unfolded architecture needs not be a straight chain L 



Bidirec>onal RNNs (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997) Recursive (tree-structured) Neural Nets: y Frasconi et al 97 Socher et al 2011 
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See Alex Graves’s work, e.g., 2012 (Mul>dimensional RNNs, Graves et al 2007) 
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Figure 1: 2D RNN Forward pass.



Figure 2: 2D RNN Ba



to-state transition matrices, and b is a bias vector. This co Description and Analysis



combinator for integrating information flow from the x and mulation of Multiplicative Integration by a nonlinearity . We refer it as theforadditive building Multiplicative Interactions resurgence of new structural designs recurrent neural blo net ydesigns implemented in various state computations ininformation RNNsvanilla (e.g.fl (Wu et al, 2016, arXiv:1606.06630) are derived from popular structures including Multiplicative Integration is to integrate different RNNs, gate/cell computations of LSTMs Units and GRUs). orks (LSTMs) [4] and Gatedformulation Recurrent (GRUs) [5].Int D product “ ”. A more general of Multiplicative •  Mul1plica1ve Integra1on RNNs: ost of a common computational building block, de ors and share added to Wx and Uz: the computational 1them 2design n alternative for constructing build ((Wx + 1Specifically, ) (Uz + instead information integration. 2 ) + b) of utilizing su •  Replace (Wx +such b), dHadamard product “ +” Uz to fuse Wx and Uz: contains the fi are bias vectors. Notice that formulation •  By m ngare block, Uht 1 from + 2different Wxt .information In order to make t 1 coming statei.e., vectors source (Wx another Uz +bias b) vector ↵ 2 Rd to gate1 the exible, we introduce e-to-state•  Or more general: transition matrices, and b is a bias vector. This c wing formulation: changes thefor RNN from firstinformation order to second aon combinator integrating floworder from[6], thewhil x an (↵ Wx Uz + refer Wx +building b), Inte 1 2additive all information design Multiplicative by this a nonlinearity .integration We itUz as+theas bl of parameters of the Multiplicative Integration is RNNs about s urally results in ain gating typestate structure, in which in Wx andthe Uz yerimplemented various computations (e.g ock, since the newstate-to-state parameters (↵, and 2 )Uz are ne fically, one cannumber think ofofthe computation as RNNs, gate/cell computations of LSTMs and1 GRUs). 10 Also,not Multiplicative can be block easily in ext hparameters. rescaling does exist in the Integration additive building an alternative design for constructing the computational bui



Learning Long-Term Dependencies with Gradient Descent is Difficult Y. Bengio, P. Simard & P. Frasconi, IEEE Trans. Neural Nets, 1994 



Simple Experiments from 1991 while I was at MIT •  2 categories of sequences •  Can the single tanh unit learn to store for T 1me steps 1 bit of informa1on given by the sign of ini1al input? Prob(success | seq. length T) 
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How to store 1 bit? Dynamics with multiple basins of attraction in some dimensions •  Some subspace of the state can store 1 or more bits of informa1on if the dynamical system has mul1ple basins of afrac1on in some dimensions Basins boundary 



Bit=0 Bit=1 Note: gradients MUST be high near the boundary 13 



Robustly storing 1 bit in the presence of bounded noise Γ
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X •  With spectral radius > 1, noise can kick state out of afractor 
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•  Not so with radius1 Γ à STABLE X 14 
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Storing Reliably è Vanishing gradients •  Reliably storing bits of informa1on requires spectral radius


•  If spectral radius of Jacobian is < 1 è propagated gradients vanish 
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Vanishing or Exploding Gradients •  Hochreiter’s 1991 MSc thesis (in German) had independently discovered that backpropagated gradients in RNNs tend to either vanish or explode as sequence length increases 
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Why it hurts gradient-based learning •  Long-term dependencies get a weight that is exponen1ally smaller (in T) compared to short-term dependencies 



Becomes exponen1ally smaller for longer 1me diﬀerences, when spectral radius < 1 17 
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•  Can’t do that with RNNs because the weights are shared, & total true gradient = sum over diﬀerent “depths” 
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•  If it was just a case of vanishing gradients in deep nets, we could just rescale the per-layer learning rate, but that does not really ﬁx the training diﬃcul1es. 
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Vanishing Gradients in Deep Nets are Different from the Case in RNNs



To store information robustly the dynamics must be contractive •  The RNN gradient is a product of Jacobian matrices, each associated with a step in the forward computa1on. To store informa1on robustly in a ﬁnite-dimensional state, the dynamics must be contrac1ve [Bengio et al 1994]. 



•  Problems: •  e-values of Jacobians > 1 à gradients explode •  or e-values < 1 à gradients shrink & vanish •  or random à variance grows exponen1ally 19 



Storing bits robustly requires e-values


Gradient clipping 



RNN Tricks



(Pascanu, Mikolov, Bengio, ICML 2013; Bengio, Boulanger & Pascanu, ICASSP 2013) 



•  •  •  •  •  •  • 
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Clipping gradients (avoid exploding gradients) Leaky integra1on (propagate long-term dependencies) Momentum (cheap 2nd order) Ini1aliza1on (start in right ballpark avoids exploding/vanishing) Sparse Gradients (symmetry breaking) Gradient propaga1on regularizer (avoid vanishing gradient) Gated self-loops (LSTM & GRU, reduces vanishing gradient) 



Dealing with Gradient Explosion by Gradient Norm Clipping (Mikolov thesis 2012; Pascanu, Mikolov, Bengio, ICML 2013) 
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Conference version (1993) of the 1994 paper by the same authors had a predecessor of GRU and targetprop (The problem of learning long-term dependencies in recurrent networks, Bengio, Frasconi & Simard ICNN’1993) 



•  Flip-ﬂop unit to store 1 bit, with ga1ng signal to control when to write 



•  Pseudo-backprop through it by a form of targetprop 
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Delays & Hierarchies to Reach Farther •  Delays and mul1ple 1me scales, Elhihi & Bengio NIPS 1995, ot 1 ot ot+1 Koutnik et al ICML 2014 o W3 W3 W3 W3 W1 •  How to do this right? st 1 st 2 st st+1 s •  How to automaYcally W1 W1 W1 W1 W3 unfold and adapYvely do it? x



Hierarchical RNNs (words / sentences): Sordoni et al CIKM 2015, Serban et al AAAI 2016 23 
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Fighting the vanishing gradient: LSTM & GRU (Hochreiter 1991); ﬁrst version of the LSTM, called Neural LongTerm Storage with self-loop 



•  Create a path where gradients can ﬂow for longer with a self-loop •  Corresponds to an eigenvalue of Jacobian slightly less than 1 •  LSTM is now heavily used (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber 1997) •  GRU light-weight version (Cho et al 2014) 24 



LSTM: (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber 1997) output



new state ⇡ old state + update
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Fast Forward 20 years: Attention Mechanisms for Memory Access •  Neural Turing Machines (Graves et al 2014) •  and Memory Networks (Weston et al 2014) •  Use a content-based afen1on mechanism (Bahdanau et al 2014) to control the read and write access into a memory •  The afen1on mechanism outputs a sowmax over memory loca1ons 
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Large Memory Networks: Sparse Access Memory for Long-Term Dependencies •  Memory = part of the state •  Memory-based networks are special RNNs •  A mental state stored in an external memory can stay for arbitrarily long dura1ons, un1l it is overwrifen (par1ally or not) •  Forgexng = vanishing gradient. •  Memory = higher-dimensional state, avoiding or reducing the need for forgexng/vanishing passive copy 



access 
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Attention Mechanism for Deep Learning (Bahdanau, Cho & Bengio, ICLR 2015; Jean et al ACL 2015; Jean et al WMT 2015; Xu et al ICML 2015; Chorowski et al NIPS 2015; Firat, Cho & Bengio 2016) 



•  Consider an input (or intermediate) sequence or image •  Consider an upper level representa1on, which can choose « where to look », by assigning a weight or probability to each input posi1on, as produced by an MLP, applied at each posi1on Higher-level Sowmax over lower loca1ons condi1oned on context at lower and higher loca1ons 



•  Sow afen1on (backprop) vs •  Stochas1c hard afen1on (RL) 



Lower-level 
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End-to-End Machine Translation with Recurrent Nets and Attention Mechanism (Bahdanau et al ICLR 2015, Jean et al ACL 2015, Gulcehre et al 2015, Firat et al 2016) 



>Qr 7` +M r2 ;Q rBi?  p2`v H`;2 i`;2i pQ+#mH`v\ URV •  Reached the state-of-the-art in one year, from scratch UV 1M;HBb?→6`2M+? UqJh@R9V LJh Y*M/ YlLE Y1Mb
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The results show that even though RL refinement can achieve better BLEU scores, it barely improv human impression of the translation quality. This could be due to a combination of factors including: relatively small sample size for the experiment (only 500 examples for side-by-side), 2) the improvem BLEU score by RL is relatively small after model ensembling (0.81), which may be at a scale that h side-by-side evaluations are insensitive to, and 3) the possible mismatch between BLEU as a metr real translation quality as perceived by human raters. Table 11 contains some example translation (Wu et al & Dean, Nature, 2016) PBMT, "NMT before RL" and "Human", along with the side-by-side scores that human raters assig each translation.



Google-Scale NMT Success



•  Awer bea1ng the classical phrase-based MT on the academic benchmarks, there remained the ques1on: will it work on the 8.7 Results on Production Data very large scale datasets like used for Google Translate? We have carried out extensive experiments on many Google-internal production data sets. As the exper above•  cast doubt on whether RL improves the real translation quality or simply the BLEU metric, RL Distributed training, very large model ensemble model refinement is not used during these experiments. Given the larger volume of training data avail •  Not only does it work in terms of BLEU but it makes a killing in the Google corpora, dropout is also not needed in these experiments. terms of human evalua1on on Google Translate data Table 10: Side-by-side scores on production data PBMT GNMT Human
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English æ Spanish English æ French English æ Portuguese English æ Chinese Spanish æ English French æ English Portuguese æ English Chinese æ English



3.594±1.58 3.518±1.70 3.675±1.64 2.457±1.48 3.410±1.65 3.639±1.63 3.471±1.74 1.994±1.47



5.031±1.09 5.032±1.22 4.856±1.29 4.154±1.42 4.921±1.16 5.000±1.07 5.029±1.05 3.884±1.37



5.140±1.04 5.215±1.03 4.973±1.17 4.580±1.26 4.930±1.12 5.016±1.09 5.040±1.03 4.334±1.20



Relative Improvement 93% 89% 91% 80% 99% 99% 99% 81%



In this section we describe our experiments with human perception of the translation quality. We



piction of neural machine hidden state of the output RNN as its input. It outis in the source. If it is translain the source sentence, then we use the that word as our puts translation. e with attention. Atlocation each oftimestep, a binary variable zt which indicates whether Otherwise we just use the argmax of lt as the tarerates the attention distribution lt . to use the shortlist softmax (when zt = 1) or the get. he encoder’s hidden states to obtain location For switching network dt , we observed that us- softmax (when zt = 0). Note that if the ing a uses two-layered with noisy-tanh activation The decoder ct toMLP predict a Unknown Pointing the word that is expectedWords to be generated at each time(Gulcehre et al., 2016) function with residual conFigure A comparison the in validation learning-sebilities forGulcehre, Ahn, NallapaY, Zhou & Bengio ACL 2016 the words wt by using step is neither in4:the shortlist ofnor the context nection from the lower layer (He et al., 2015) accurves of the same NMT model trained with Based on ‘Pointer Networks’, Vinyals et al 2015 max. tivation function to the upper hiddenquence, layers im-the switching network selects the shortlist pointer softmax and the regular softmax layer. As proves the BLEU score about 1 points over the t advances in the attensoftmax, and then the softmax predicts can be from the the model trained French: Guillaume et seen Cesar ontshortlist unefigures, voiture bleue a Lausanne. The next word dt using ReLU activation function. We initialized with pointer softmax converges faster than the reg-can UNK. The details of the pointer softmax model Copy Copy Copy au et al., 2014) and the the biases of the last sigmoid layer of d to 1 t er Softmax ular softmax layer. Switching network for pointer generated can either English: Guillaume and3 Cesar have a blue car in Lausanne. such that if dt becomes more biased toward choosbe seen in Figure as well. s et al.,come from vocabulary 2015), wevocabulary pro- at the beginning of the softmax in this Figure uses ReLU activation funcing the shortlist we introduce our method, called as tion. training. We renormalize the gradients ifVocabulary the normsoftmax deal with the rare or unor is copied from the max (PS), to deal with exceed the rare and of the gradients 1 (Pascanu et al., 2012). Figure 1: An example how cancurves happen In Figure of 4, we showcopying the validation he basic idea is that we s. The pointer softmax can be an input sequence. p of the 1-p Point & copy NMTl model with attention and the NMT w for machine translation. Common words that apz y y t t t blems a taskNLP of predictmodel with shortlist-softmax layer. Pointer softoach toasmany tasks, because Table 5: Europarl Dataset (EN-FR) pear both in source andfaster theintarget can directly be max converges terms of number of minilimitations about unknown words Pointer distribution (lt) text text, where some of BLEU-4 Machine batch updates and achieves a lower validation NMT 20.19 copied from input toctsource.(NLL) The(63.91) restafter of200k the uncan be used in parallel with st-1 st negative-log-likelihood norks. the Itcontext as well. We Transla1on NMT + PS 23.76 hTinput …thethe h2 from h1 dataset updates over the be Europarl than NMT known in the target can copied echniques such as the large vocabuwe can make the model BiRNN et al., 2014). Our model learns two ouge F1 usafter being translated with a xdictionary. … xT x2 Table 3: Results on it Gigaword Corpus for modelyt-1 1 he context and copy to ir work, the ing UNK’s pointers inmechterms of recall. intly to make the with pointing full-length Target Sequence Source Sequence when to point. For examRouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L in more general settings: (i) to ele maximum NMT + lvt 36.45 17.41 33.90 ouge recallcan n, we see the source r isitalready is required use imental results are provided in the Softmax Section (PS) 5 and NMT +to lvt + PS the 37.29pointing 17.75 34.70 Figure 3: A depiction of the Pointer Text summariza1on time steptarget to pointas any lond sentence ever, the since 30 and (ii) we conclude ourAt work Sectionlt6. architecture. eachintimestep, , ct and wt for onger sumontext sequence whose length can that, since set of (Rush et al., 2015) is not .ourIn Figure 1, the wetestshow experithetheir words over the limited vocabulary (shortlist) publicly available, we sample 2000 texts with er models, examples. Note that the pointer our



Designing the RNN Architecture (Architectural Complexity Measures of Recurrent Neural Networks Zhang et al 2016, arXiv:1602.08210) 



•  Recurrent depth: max path length divided by sequence length •  Feedforward depth: max length from input to nearest output •  Skip coeﬃcient: shortest path length divided sequence length 
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Figure 2: Left: (a) the architectures for sh, st, bu and td, with their (dr , df ) equal to (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 3) and



(



(2, 3), respectively. The longest path in td are colored in red. (b) The 9 architectures denoted by their (df , dr ) with dr = 1, 2, 3 and df = 2, 3, 4. We only plot the hidden states within 1 time step (which also have a period of 1) in both (a) and (b). Right: (a) Various architectures that we consider in Section 4.4. From top to bottom are baseline s = 1, and s = 2, s = 3. (b) Proposed architectures that we consider in Section 4.5 where we take k = 3 as an example. The shortest paths in (a) and (b) that correspond to the recurrent skip coefficients are colored in blue.



It makes a difference •  Impact of change in recurrent depth DATASET PennTreebank text8



M ODELS \A RCHS tanh RNN tanh RNN- SMALL tanh RNN- LARGE LSTM- SMALL LSTM- LARGE



sh 1.54 1.80 1.69 1.65 1.52



st bu 1.59 1.54 1.82 1.80 1.67 1.64 1.66 1.65 1.53(1) 1.52



219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227
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dr = 1 1.88 1.86 1.94



d(a) r = 2 1.84 1.84 1.89
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dr = 3 1.83 1.85 1.88



Figure 2: Left: (a)



(2, 3), respectively. Table 1: Left: test BPCs of sh, st, bu, td for tanh RNNs and LSTMs. Right: test BPCs of tanh RNNs with •  Impact of change in skip coeﬃcient recurrent depth d = 1, 2, 3 and feedforward depth d = 2, 3, 4 respectively. with d r = 1, 2, 3 an RNN(tanh) s = 1 s = 5 s = 9 s = 13 s = 21 LSTM s = 1 s = 3 s = 5 s = 7 s = 9 46.9 Each 74.9 MNIST 85.4 87.8 MNIST 56.2 87.2 86.4 86.4 84.8 both sequentialMNIST MNIST34.9 dataset: image data is reshaped into aof 784 1) ⇥ 1 sequence, turning in (a)(dand s = 1 s = 3 s = 5 s = 7 s = 9 s = 1 s = 3 s = 4 s = 5 s = 6 Figure 2: Left: (a) the architectures for sh, st, bu and td, with their ,d the digit classification task into a sequence classification one with long-term dependencies [25, 24]. pMNIST 49.8 79.1(2,84.3 88.9 88.0 pMNIST 25.0 60.8 65.9 in red. (b) The 9 arch 3), respectively. The longest path in td are are baseline s = 1, a A slight modification of the dataset is to permute the image28.5 sequences by 62.2 acolored fixed random order withResults dpMNIST = in 1, [25] 2, 3 and = 2,that 3, 4. Wetanh only plot and the LSTMs hidden states beforehand (permuted MNIST). havedshown both RNNs did notwithin 1 t Model MNIST Architecture, s (1), 1 (2), k 1 (3), (4), k = 3 as that anweexampl iRNN[25]performance, 97.0 of 1)which in⇡82.0 both and (b).the Right: (a) Various architectures consider i achieve satisfying also(a) highlights difficulty of this task. MNIST k = 17 39.5 39.4 54.2 77.8 uRNN[24] 95.1 91.4 s = 1, and s = 2, s = 3. (b) Proposed architectures that we con are use baseline k = 21 39.5and39.9 69.6a grid 71.8search on the For all of our experiments we Adam [26] for optimization, conduct LSTM[24] 98.2 88.0 colored in blue. pMNISTThe k =shortest 5 55.5 paths 66.6 in74.7 81.2(b) k = 3 as an example. (a) and that to RNN(tanh)[25] ⇡35.0 ⇡35.0 learning rate in {10 , 10 , 10 , 10 }. For tanh RNNs, the parameters are initializedcorrespond with r
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colored94.0 inFor blue. 21, 11) distribution. 98.1 samplesstanh(s from a= uniform LSTM networks we adopt a similar initialization scheme, while the forget gate biases are chosen by the grid search on { 5, 3, 1, 0, 1, 3, 5}. We employ Table 2: Results for MNIST/pMNIST. Top-left: test accuracies with different s for tanh RNN. Top-right: test DATASET M ODELS \A RCHS sh st ATASET bu td early stopping the sbatch size Bottom: was set compared to 50. to previous accuracies with and different for LSTM. results. Bottom-right: test accuracies for PennTreebank architectures (1), (2), (3) and (4) for tanh RNN. 32 Recurrent Depth is Non-trivial 4.2



f



D 1.54 1.59 1.54 1.49 1.80 1.82 1.80 1.77 PennTreebank



tanh RNN tanh RNN- SMALL 228 305 Table 2, bottom-left panel, shows that our simple architecture improves upon the uRNN 2.6% on 1.59 text8 tanh RNNLARGE 1.69 by 1.67 1.64 229306 TopMNIST, investigate the first question, we compare 4 similar connecting architectures: 1-layer (shallow) and achieves almost the same performance as LSTM on the MNIST dataset with only 25% LSTMSMALL 1.65 1.66 1.65 1.63 number of parameters [24]. 2-layers Note that stacked obtainingwith goodanperformance on sequential MNIST requires a 230307“sh”, 2-layers stacked “st”, extra bottom-up connection “bu”, and 2-layers



d df df df



Near-Orthogonality to Help Information Propagation •  Ini1aliza1on to orthogonal recurrent W (Saxe et al 2013, ICLR2014) •  Unitary matrices: all e-values of matrix are 1 (Arjowski, Amar & Bengio ICML 2016) 



Figure 1: Zoneout as a special case of droput: h˜t is the hidden activation with state ht has zoneout applied stochastically as represented by the dashed line; dropout on the corresponding input node, which represents the difference h˜t •  Zoneout: randomly choose to simply copy the state unchanged (Krueger et al 2016, submifed) 
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Figure 2: Zoneout (left) vs the recurrent dropout strategy of [Semeniuta et



Variational Generative RNNs Injec>ng higher-level varia>ons / latent variables in RNNs •  (Chung et al, NIPS’2015) •  Regular RNNs have noise injected only in input space •  VRNNs also allow noise (latent variable) injected in top hidden layer; more « high-level » variability 
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Variational Hierarchical RNNs for Dialogue Generation (Serban et al 2016) •  Lower level = words of an uferance (turn of speech) •  Upper level = state of the dialogue •  Inject high-level choices 
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Figure 1: Computational graph for VHRED model. Rounded boxes represent (deterministic) realvalued vectors. Variables z represent latent stochastic variables.



Table 1: Wins, losses and ties (in %) of the VHRED model against the baselines based on the human study on Twitter (mean preferences ± 90% confidence intervals) Short Contexts Opponent VHRED vs LSTM VHRED vs HRED VHRED vs TF-IDF



Long Contexts



Wins



Losses



Ties



Wins



Losses



Ties



32.3 ± 2.4 42.0 ± 2.8



42.5 ± 2.6 31.9 ± 2.6



25.2 ± 2.3 26.2 ± 2.5



41.9 ± 2.2 41.5 ± 2.8



36.8 ± 2.2 29.4 ± 2.6



21.3 ± 1.9 29.1 ± 2.6



51.6 ± 3.3



17.9 ± 2.5



30.4 ± 3.0



VHRNN Table 2: Twitter examples for the neural network models. The Results – Twitter Context



jamaica blood!!  ⌅ lol. yes [name]!. [name]! what’s poppin in toronto homie



⌅



whhhhhhyyyy is it suddenly cold in tallahassee today?? this is florida! how can i dream of the beach when my fingers are icey cold?? ⌅ sittin on deck in sun looking at lake travis in austin! enjoying day b4 birthday



Dialoguesreaches for [name]! ⌅ - approaches him warily - hey there buddy. - swings him into the air - how you doin? ⌅ tilts his head and your wariness and reaches for your face [name].



i think i want an ipad2. but i already have an ibook. want vs. need. ⌅ if you have an ibook. then you deserve an ipad! ah echt? dan anrtwoord ik volgende keer via twitter als je me smst. ⌅ haha doe maar p. goed bezig hoor myrthe d ⌅ goed bezig? die snap ik even niet p i love katie waissel more than like, anything in life. ⌅ i wanna c the show again! i need  meet her again! n i want a b-day tweet nxt week doubt that will happen x my math teacher over here talkn bout nickels nd i’m tryna make big money i need to be in calculus ⌅ lol
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47.9 ± 3.4



11.7 ± 2.2



40.3 ± 3.4



token indicates a change of turn.



Response VHRED: nothing much. just chillin. what’s good with you? LSTM: something!!!!!!! HRED: something!!!!!! VHRED: the sun is shining!!! LSTM: i know!!!!!!!!! HRED: something!!!!!!! VHRED: - looks up at you and smiles - you’re so cute. - kisses your cheek LSTM: - smiles - i’m fine thank you. how are you? HRED: - grins, looking at you as i look at you VHRED: that’s what i’m thinking. i’m going to buy a new one. LSTM: i want one!!!! HRED: i don’t know what to do with it. i don’t know what to do. VHRED: haha, ik heb er geen zin in de something, maar ik heb er geen something meer something LSTM: haha something something something HRED: something something something something something something something something VHRED: me too. i’m going to have to wait for her to come back. i’m so excited. LSTM: i’m sure she will. i’m sure she’ll be fine. HRED: i’m sure she’ll be fine, i’m sure she’ll be fine. VHRED: i need to go to the gym and get my hair done lol LSTM: lol HRED: how u been



LSTM baseline tends to output much more generic responses (see table 4); since it doesn’t model the



Other Fully-Observed Neural Directed Graphical Models
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Neural Auto-Regressive Models •  Decomposes the joint of a fully observed directed model in terms of condi1onals •  Logis1c auto-regressive: (Frey 1997) P(x1) P(x2|x1) P(x3|x2 ,x1)P(x 4|x3 , x2 ,x1) 



x2 



x1 



x4 



x3 



1) P(x1) P(x2|x1P(x ) 3|x2 ,xP(x 4|x3 , x2 ,x1) 







h2 



h1 x1 



x2 



x3 



x4 



•  First neural version: (Bengio&Bengio NIPS’99) 38 



h3 



x1 



x2 



x3 



x4 



NADE: Neural AutoRegressive Density Estimator P(x1) P(x |x ) P(x3|x2 ,x1) P(x |x , x ,x ) 2 1 4 3 2 1 



(Larochelle & Murray AISTATS 2011) •  Introduces smart sharing between some weights so that the diﬀerent hidden groups use the same weights to the same input but look at more and more of the inputs. 



h2 



h1 W1 



W2 W2 



W1 



x1 39 



W1 



h3 



x2 



W3 



x3 



x4 



Pixel RNNs



(van den Oord et al ICML 2016, best paper) Pixel Recurrent Neura x1



xn



xi



•  Similar to NADE and RNNs but for 2-D images Pixel Recurrent Neural Networks x •  Surprisingly sharp and Figure 2. Left: To generate pixel xi one conditions on all the previously generated pixels left and above of xi . Center: Illustration realis1c genera1on of a Row LSTM with a kernel of size 3. The dependency field of •  Gets texture right but not the Row LSTM does not reach pixels further away on the sides of the image. Right: Illustration of the two directions of the Dinecessarily global structure agonal BiLSTM. The dependency field of the Diagonal BiLSTM n2



covers the entire available context in the image.



Recurrent Neural Networks



original occluded



completions



original



t was trained on 32x32 ImageNet images. Note that diversity of the completions 40 in this generative model, as it encourages models withFigure oss function used high 3. In the Diagonal BiLSTM, to allow for parallelization along easily generate millions of different completions. It is also interesting to see that the diagonals, the input map is skewed by offseting each by one position with respect to the previous row. the uted relative (see Figure 1). models trained on CIFAR-10 (left) and row Figurewell 6. Samples from ImageNet 32x32 (right) images. In general we can see thatWhen the models



3.1



Th the tur for xi pix dim lar Th inv



Th an com LS the two use Th (se rep inp lay



Forward Computation of the Gradient •  BPTT does not seem biologically plausible and is memoryexpensive •  RTRL (Real-Time Recurrent Learning, Williams & Zipser 1989, Neural Comp.) •  Prac1cally useful: online learning, no need to store all the past states and revisit history backwards (which is biologically weird) •  Compute the gradients forward in 1me, rather than backwards •  Think about mul1plying many matrices lew-to-right vs right-to-lew 



•  BUT exact computa1on is O(nhidden x nweights) instead of O(nweights), to recursively compute dh(t)/dW ß all params •  Recently proposed, *approximate* the forward gradient using an eﬃcient stochas1c es1mator (rank 1 es1mator of dh/dW tensor) (Training recurrent networks online without backtracking, Ollivier et al arXiv: 1507.07680) 
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Montreal Ins>tute for Learning Algorithms 
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